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NAME
perlos2 - Perl under OS/2, DOS, Win0.3*, Win0.95 and WinNT.

SYNOPSIS
One can read this document in the following formats:

	 man perlos2
	 view perl perlos2
	 explorer perlos2.html
	 info perlos2

to list some (not all may be available simultaneously), or it may
 be read as is: either as README.os2,
or pod/perlos2.pod.

To read the .INF version of documentation (very recommended)
 outside of OS/2, one needs an IBM's
reader (may be available on IBM
 ftp sites (?) (URL anyone?)) or shipped with PC DOS 7.0 and IBM's

Visual Age C++ 3.5.

A copy of a Win* viewer is contained in the "Just add OS/2 Warp" package

  ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/ps/products/os2/tools/jaow/jaow.zip

in ?:\JUST_ADD\view.exe. This gives one an access to EMX's .INF docs as well (text form is 
available in /emx/doc in EMX's distribution). There is also a different viewer named xview.

Note that if you have lynx.exe or netscape.exe installed, you can follow WWW links
 from this 
document in .INF format. If you have EMX docs installed correctly, you can follow library links (you 
need to have view emxbook
 working by setting EMXBOOK environment variable as it is described
 in 
EMX docs).

DESCRIPTION
Target

The target is to make OS/2 one of the best supported platform for
 using/building/developing Perl and 
Perl applications, as well as
 make Perl the best language to use under OS/2. The secondary target is

to try to make this work under DOS and Win* as well (but not too hard).

The current state is quite close to this target. Known limitations:

Some *nix programs use fork() a lot; with the mostly useful flavors of
 perl for OS/2 (there are
several built simultaneously) this is
 supported; but some flavors do not support this (e.g., 
when Perl is
 called from inside REXX). Using fork() after useing dynamically loading 
extensions would not work with very old
 versions of EMX.

You need a separate perl executable perl__.exe (see perl__.exe)
 if you want to use PM 
code in your application (as Perl/Tk or OpenGL
 Perl modules do) without having a text-mode
window present.

While using the standard perl.exe from a text-mode window is possible
 too, I have seen 
cases when this causes degradation of the system stability.
 Using perl__.exe avoids such a 
degradation.

There is no simple way to access WPS objects. The only way I know
 is via OS2::REXX and 
SOM extensions (see OS2::REXX, Som).
 However, we do not have access to
 convenience 
methods of Object-REXX. (Is it possible at all? I know
 of no Object-REXX API.) The SOM 
extension (currently in alpha-text)
 may eventually remove this shortcoming; however, due to 
the fact that
 DII is not supported by the SOM module, using SOM is not as
 convenient as one 
would like it.

Please keep this list up-to-date by informing me about other items.
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Other OSes
Since OS/2 port of perl uses a remarkable EMX environment, it can
 run (and build extensions, and - 
possibly - be built itself) under any
 environment which can run EMX. The current list is DOS,

DOS-inside-OS/2, Win0.3*, Win0.95 and WinNT. Out of many perl flavors,
 only one works, see 
perl_.exe.

Note that not all features of Perl are available under these
 environments. This depends on the 
features the extender - most
 probably RSX - decided to implement.

Cf. Prerequisites.

Prerequisites
EMX

EMX runtime is required (may be substituted by RSX). Note that
 it is possible to make 
perl_.exe to run under DOS without any
 external support by binding emx.exe/rsx.exe to it, 
see emxbind. Note
 that under DOS for best results one should use RSX runtime, which

has much more functions working (like fork, popen and so on). In
 fact RSX is required if 
there is no VCPI present. Note the
 RSX requires DPMI. Many implementations of DPMI 
are known to be very
 buggy, beware!

Only the latest runtime is supported, currently 0.9d fix 03. Perl may run
 under earlier 
versions of EMX, but this is not tested.

One can get different parts of EMX from, say

  http://www.leo.org/pub/comp/os/os2/leo/gnu/emx+gcc/
  http://powerusersbbs.com/pub/os2/dev/   [EMX+GCC Development]
  http://hobbes.nmsu.edu/pub/os2/dev/emx/v0.9d/

The runtime component should have the name emxrt.zip.

NOTE. When using emx.exe/rsx.exe, it is enough to have them on your path. One
 does 
not need to specify them explicitly (though this

  emx perl_.exe -de 0

will work as well.)

RSX

To run Perl on DPMI platforms one needs RSX runtime. This is
 needed under 
DOS-inside-OS/2, Win0.3*, Win0.95 and WinNT (see Other OSes). RSX would not work 
with VCPI
 only, as EMX would, it requires DMPI.

Having RSX and the latest sh.exe one gets a fully functional *nix-ish environment under 
DOS, say, fork, `` and
 pipe-open work. In fact, MakeMaker works (for static build), so 
one
 can have Perl development environment under DOS.

One can get RSX from, say

  ftp://ftp.cdrom.com/pub/os2/emx09c/contrib
  ftp://ftp.uni-bielefeld.de/pub/systems/msdos/misc
  ftp://ftp.leo.org/pub/comp/os/os2/leo/devtools/emx+gcc/contrib

Contact the author on rainer@mathematik.uni-bielefeld.de.

The latest sh.exe with DOS hooks is available in

  http://www.ilyaz.org/software/os2/

as sh_dos.zip or under similar names starting with sh, pdksh etc.

HPFS

Perl does not care about file systems, but the perl library contains
 many files with long 




